INVOCATION: Mighty, All-Pervading Presence! We give praise and thanks for the
happiness pervading those under this Radiation. We give praise and thanks that the
Simple Key to Perfect Happiness may be given to Bless and to anchor these Children of
God into their own firm Dominion. We give praise for the harmony maintained within
each Disciple and Initiate, and that they feel the necessity to continue it. We give
praise that ‘I AM’ everywhere present, controlling every outer activity and bringing it
into Perfection.
ST GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Ones, surrounding each individual is a thought-world created
by him or her. Within this thought-world is the seed, the Divine Presence, the ‘I AM’, which
is the only acting Presence there is in the Universe, and which directs all energy. This energy
can be intensified beyond any limit through the conscious activity of the individual.
The Divine Presence within is likened unto the pit or seed of a peach; the thought-world
around It unto the pulp of the peach. The pulp represents not only the thought-world created
by the individual, but also the Universal Electronic Substance, ever present, waiting to be
acted upon by the conscious determination of the individual to be precipitated into his visible
use as the form of whatsoever he may desire.
The sure pathway to the understanding and use of this conscious power comes through Selfcontrol. What do I mean by Self-control? First, the recognition of the ‘I AM’ Intelligence as
the only Acting Presence. Second, that knowing this, we know there is no limit to the power
of Its use. Third, that individuals, having been given free will and choice, do create in the
world about them whatsoever their thought, through their attention, is held firmly upon.
The time has arrived when all must understand that thought and feeling are the only and
Mightiest Creative Power in Life or in the Universe. Thus the only way to the definite use of
the full power of one’s thought and feeling, which is God in Action, is through Self-Control
and Self-Correction by which one may quickly reach the attainment, the understanding
whereby he may direct and use this Creative Thought-power without any limit whatsoever.
When sufficient Self-Control is attained, it enables individuals to hold the thought steady
upon a given desire, likened unto the flame of an acetylene torch held immovable. Thus
thought and feeling held upon a given desire unwaveringly, with the consciousness that it is
the ‘I AM’ Presence and Intelligence thinking that it is God in Action then will they understand
that they may bring into visibility, precipitate into visibility, whatsoever they desire.
Today’s Lesson Dear One’s all rotates around the Qualification of Self, the Self-Realization of
what does and what does not sustain and maintain the Mighty Presence of The ‘I AM’ in your
outer manifestations! I have told you that the ‘I AM’ Presence does not separate or segregate
and as it is the All-Pervading Power it accepts that what you think, what you give your
attention to, shall be allowed to manifest in your life. I told you yesterday, that each and
every one of you have the Creative Energy at your fingertips, it does not distinguish between
what is good or bad, what is positive or negative. When you say ‘I’ or ‘I AM’ that is the

magnetic dynamo that sets in motion the words that follow! ‘I AM’ sick, broke or feeling
miserable, or ‘I AM’ healthy, wealthy and happy, whatever the thought projected, the
manifestation comes into your world.
Today We wish to help you begin to be far more cognizant of where such thoughts come from
and how they are overlooked, even ignored when it comes to Self-Awareness, and SelfControl.
Let’s continue with Our Conditions of Engagement with your ‘I AM’ Presence in a far more
conscious, mindful, receptive and responsive way.
4. To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First, before engagement of any
earthly spiritual activity through other individuals or groups.
Those who are reaching to the Light so earnestly, desiring to live in and be Children of the
Light, are dwelling constantly in the Higher Spheres. The beauty of these spheres surpasses
the fondest imagination of the outer consciousness. When you enter them consciously and
at you will find all creation there just as tangible as your physical buildings are here.
To take your firm stand: ‘I AM’ the Power of my complete Self-control, forever sustained will
make it easier for you to gain this Mastery. Students must be conscious that when they
recognize the ‘I AM’ Presence acting, it is impossible for It to be interrupted or interfered with
in any way. Know there is no time nor space; then the knowing of the vastness of Eternity is
within your grasp. To enter a Higher Sphere than your physical world in full consciousness is
but an adjusting or changing of your consciousness. How do we do this? Answer: By knowing
you are consciously there.
Affirm often: Through the Power of the Electronic Circle which I have created, ‘I AM’ no longer
touched by any doubts or fears. I joyously grasp the Sceptre which ‘I AM’ and step boldly
forth into any of these Higher Spheres that I wish, retaining perfectly clear conscious memory
of my activity there.
In this way one may quickly find him, herself enjoying Limitless Freedom and the Perfect
Happiness of being active in any sphere he chooses. To be aware of what is a thousand years
in advance is as easily and readily attained, in fact more so, as going to your library in search
of a book.
The great delusion the outer consciousness of mankind has built up, creating time and space
in its belief, has been the great stumbling block to humanity’s Freedom. Those who have
reached the great disillusionment, that wealth, or the outer effect of things, cannot bring
happiness, will understand with great blessing that within their own Creative thought, power
and feeling are held in Perfect Happiness, Perfect Freedom, and Perfect Dominion.
When the student once understands that whatsoever he or she connects him, herself with,
through his attention he or she becomes a part of, to the degree of the intensity with which
his/her attention is fixed, he or she will see the importance of keeping their attention off the
seeming destructive angles of human experience, no matter what they are. To discuss the

seeming inability, shortcomings, or faults of your friends and associates but builds that
element upon which your discussion rests within your own consciousness, and also adds to
the appearance which seems to be in the other individual. Know that there is nothing hidden
that is not revealed in all activity if you remain steady upon the Path of Truth. And when
outer interference invades your world Stand Forth with clarity of your Decree to nullify and
dissolve such projections. Simply say: In the Name of the Beloved Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, I
say to all human creation: NO! By the Victory of the Sacred Fire, you have no power! Your
day is done! Be thou dissolved and consumed from the face of the Earth forever!
It is very important to stipulate, You have no power! to that human creation and those
human forces. It is absolutely imperative to be maintained. And when you ask that they be
dissolved and consumed, I think it is a very important part of the Work; for not only is that
accomplishment being temporarily done, but when the Great Cosmic Light in this Greater
Power descends of Its own Volition which It will, that means the Activity of that Light will then
take over the charge of the quality of mankind and enable It to do in a Great Sweep, as it
were, the dissolving and consuming effect for the conditions that are in the atmosphere of
Earth, which it is the Province of the Great Cosmic Light to dissolve. We cannot always tell
just how It is going to manifest. At first It may begin with Great Rays of Light that hundreds
of people will see, and they will feel the Activity of the Forces of Light. Should It decide to act
in that manner, you would see the greatest transformation in human beings you ever
witnessed on Earth!
So when you engage within earthly activities, spiritual or other, with individuals or groups,
known or unknown, know that what you give your attention to you are creating. Do not allow
interference to overturn your Peace or Stillness, if you do You are energetically tying yourself
to those groups or individuals which I said yesterday, will keep you from stepping into your
Divine Sovereignty.
It is one thing to be engaging in family, accepting your responsibilities and roles within these
Circles of Life, but it is another giving your energies to others, that while searching for the ‘I
AM’ Presence within, has the potential to build boundaries that can inhibit your growth far
more than anyone may realize!
People and groups are placed upon your Path according to the thoughts and beliefs and
programs you have accepted as your own, yet they are not going to offer you what your ‘I
AM’ Presence alone can GIVE! So be very mindful, watchful and alert, especially through the
mediums of internet, television and mind controlling subliminal advertising. Be mindful of all
the ways you are influenced and as to why people come into your life, invited or uninvited.
By all means if you see they are there to offer your something, then stay only as long as you
need to be. Then quickly offer your Gratitude and Blessings and move toward your OWN
Divine Mighty Freedom within your Own Divine Plan and Purpose. If they are there to take

advantage of you, use your Powers of the ‘I AM’ to Dissolve and Consume by use of the Cosmic
White Fire Light, all that is not of God!
Remember what was shared about teachers yesterday! You have only ONE Teacher! Your
All-Pervading, All-Governing, All-Guiding Beloved God ‘I AM’ Presence. Demand Divine Justice
be done, and it shall use its Governing Justice Power to bring Harmony and Peace back into
your Life!
5.
To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First before engagement of any
unnecessary communications on any level.
The Entrance of the Great ‘I AM’ Presence into the activity of mankind will only spread when
a thread of Light is manifested and Self-sustained through the activity of the New Disciples
and Initiates as they expand Their Luminous Presence like a Mantle of softly falling Golden
Snow. This Gossamer Veil of White Fire Substance will then be absorbed by the minds of
humanity, the majority being entirely unaware, although there will be some who will sense
the Inner Penetrating Presence. The aim here in this ‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class is to co-create
that Gossamer Veil while going about their daily activities. To do
this one MUST become aware of the use of words and their distribution. Thoughts, words
and actions are all Energy, and all contain consciousness.
So when one uses unnecessary Energy within that consciousness they are wasting Life Force
Energy that could be better utilized in Higher and more productive and Co-Creational
Activities. The world is full of such use of language and self-expression, yet far more could be
done without the use of words. From the standpoint of working within a Unified Group, and
in this case, where you are working from many different locations around the world, there is
a tendency to use words, through replies and responses that in fact offer no tangible or
productive benefit. Platitudes, Gratuities, Everydayness, the following of old patterns and the
bolstering of other’s personality needs, conscious or unconscious, the replies for the sake of
replies, actually is a great waste of time, space and Energy!
The use of your internet as you see within almost every media format is built around the
concept of useless, impractical, broken, unworkable, unachievable and unattainable waste of
Energy. For the dark forces all this is such a blessing for here they are able to corral human
consciousness, hold them within the imprisonment of their own making! It is only the
ignorance of humanity that cannot see this happening on a minute by minute basis. Your
worldwide medias, internet, television, radio, gaming machines are all designed to hold
humanity within the grasp of those lower and more dense vibrational frequencies. Oh the
Children of the new generations how they are being brain washed!
Drugs and addictions of all kinds are one of the Greatest Problems humanity face today! I tell
you Dear Ones, I plead with you, STOP wasting your time on that which has no further use
upon the Path toward your Mighty Freedom. Your Freedom shall be the Freedom of others,
but more so, the New Children of the Earth. I will broach this subject again, but for now I
sense you are getting my point here! I see your consciousness moving far beyond that which

is just about personal and group interaction! It is about Self-Awareness and Self-Control
through the Qualification of your ‘I AM’ Presence!
6. To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First, before engagement of any ‘‘I AM’
AUTHORITY Class discussions as individuals or Class Group during the Classes.
Beloved Brothers and Sisters, I desire you to know that sometimes when I wish to be felt
nearer to you I do use language that tells you ‘I AM’ close, very close! For those of you who
are clairsentient, you will feel this right now! It will be felt in many different ways, for each
person is different and their emotional and feeling body responds differently! Some will feel
tingling, others warmth and still others a deep peace.
So, in this first ‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class, as this is a new experience for All of Us, I wish to
Protect not only each one of you, but the Full Radiation of the Discourses and in turn the
Group Identity and Balance within it. We would not dare to begin with a Group of new people
who do not hold a certain awareness according to the strength of the Disciples and Initiates
therein. You will come to know that your part in this Class is to hold a certain Protection, of
the Discourses as naturally as We do.
So when I ask that there be no discussion about the Class Activity it is twofold. One, to Protect
the material and its Radiation Frequencies and the other until the individuals in the Group
have entered the full experience through their own individual encounters, any sharing would
be premature and could interfere with another’s own perception. People must learn for
themselves through Self-Realization of which I shall speak of in more detail tomorrow. If this
happens, they are not going to Stand Forth in their own ‘I AM’ Presence, but in the reflective
experiences of others and that is simply NOT acceptable, when it comes to Divine Sovereignty.
With the Work that you are aligning to do, against the darker forces, you MUST be able to
Stand Clearly in the Light, both Individually and as a Group. Incidental, secondary or
supplementary experience are not Grounds to receive or attain Higher Vibrational
Resonances and Light Quotients.
After the Class is complete, I will make another assessment according to progress and
productivity. You will, however, have an opportunity to be able to share your experiences,
but only about that which your findings about the ‘I AM’ Presence has presented to you.
Unrelated subject matter will not be acceptable. If you have any questions, ask them between
now and Christmas Eve, and if you are guided by your ‘I AM’ Presence to share something
relevant to the Group, please do, but be mindful why you are sharing, be very careful of the
glamor that sharing can have the tendency to highlight! I will speak of this in another point
as we continue the Lessons.
I will be very strict about no more sharing once the first Discourse is sent out until the end of
the 33rd week! In that duration of time, it shall be only you and the ‘I AM’ Presence! That is
the Objective of this ‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class, and that is the jumping into the deep end of
the pool, to see who can swim and who can tread water! This is what you are all signing up
for here!

Let us end Lesson 4 here for today and We shall continue tomorrow!
BENEDICTION: Great Happiness, the Mighty Presence and Power which ‘I AM’, I
qualify You to go forth in the hearts of mankind, anchoring there and filling their
minds, bodies and homes, filling them with Your Great Happiness. Open the door of
their consciousness so that the Mighty Power which ‘I AM’ can come forth in Full
Perfection. O Mighty Presence! Hold the Children of Light, the Individualities of God,
hold them close in Your Embrace, letting Your Quality flow forth in their command,
filling them with Your Great Peace. O Mighty Presence of Justice! Enter in and reign
in all official places. Let the destructive intent of mankind be revealed, that it may be
cast out and be consumed. Let the Fullness and Power of Your Radiant Light enfold
all, and Your Glorious Transcendent Light fill all places.

SUE: Having read this last Discourse from St Germain, I would like to share some insights
which I trust will clarify the question.
Since 1932 many imbalances, disturbances, and control, and let us remain on the subject of
America, only for reference sake, have continued unabated. So many Decrees, Invocations
have been Declared over time, but still today there are far more of those imbalances that
were being addressed in the Invocations back in the 1930’s and 40’s. If the ‘I AM’ Discourses
are so Powerful and so Potent, why have they not worked, allowing the dark forces, and so
called ‘evil’ to remain and thus continuing to maintain their holds upon humanity today?
At the end of Part 3, St Germain ends with the statement:
“And so, because everything moves in Cycles, We can once again come forward to Work
together with Humanity in ways We could not have done before, this time with a New Cycle
of Greater Power, Awareness, Steadfastness, Will and Purpose. We can Work in a more
expanded capacity with the Higher Resonances and Light Quotients of the New World Servers
Who are In Co-Creative Unity within Their Living Organism Groups. The Cycle I speak of; We
shall go into detail in the next Discourse.”

The Cosmic Cycles that are unfolding through ‘Time and Space’ reveal the state of human
consciousness as Humanity responds and reacts to the planetary patterns at any given time.
Astrological cycles are not random. Within this enfolding Cosmic dance there is a pattern and
a pathway which we, as human beings, intimately link with on our evolutionary journey.
All of the Planets are, from another level, condensed frequencies of Consciousness, which are
seen through human eyes as physical forms. They are the distributors of Universal Loving
Consciousness that is flowing from the Twelve Constellations, each Constellation holding
particular Principles of Light so that Life on Earth might evolve into the Highest attributes held
within the Rays that flow through the Cosmos and which are constantly enfolding us.

Here on Earth for aeons of time, the orbit of Saturn has been the conscious outer boundary,
the container or gestational sac that has held Life on Earth, within a group consciousness
based upon ego and the concept of ‘Me’. But then this sac was breached in 1781 with the
discovery of Uranus and in 1846 by the discovery of Neptune. Uranus is the higher frequency
of Mercury, linking to the Higher Mind and Neptune is the higher frequency of Venus, linking
to the Higher Heart and Unconditional Love.
Over the last 238 years Uranus and Neptune have been infusing, dissolving, and penetrating
this ‘sac’ with the aim to fundamentally expand our awareness and consciousness.
Up until 1781 our re-incarnational journey would have remained much the same; we would
have incarnated into a world where horse and cart where the means of transportation which
had remained steady over centuries and centuries of time, but with the conscious sighting of
the transpersonal planets of Uranus and Neptune (each conscious sighting of a planet marks
an evolutionary turning point) we opened up to a new level of mental creativity, designing
cars, trains, planes and by the 1960’s we were sending men to the Moon. The mind has
indeed, greatly expanded, but as of this moment, is not balanced by the Wisdom of Neptune
and Unconditional Love.
The Evolution of Consciousness from the ego/ Shadow state to the Transpersonal/Gift Level,
to the eventual Siddhi Level of Universal Galactic Consciousness through the Cosmic Planetary
Cycles of Time.
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Siddhi Level; The advent of Uranus and Neptune into our consciousness on this planet was a
Divine necessity, for the Higher Mind and Higher Heart have to be consciously integrated if
we are to handle the arrival of Pluto, which came into our awareness on 18th February 1930
at 170 degrees of Cancer 48.

FROM EGOIC TO GALACTIC CONSCIOUSNESS
Pluto is the higher resonance of Mars, requiring that we move beyond personal will to Higher
Will. It flows with the Consciousness of the 1st Ray of Will and Power and expands us directly
to the Galactic rather than the Solar Field and as such directly to Shamballa and the Monadic
Plane. Pluto’s resonance is of such a depth and intensity that it brings to the surface
emotional and mental imprints that have remained for lifetimes within the group
unconsciousness field, beneath our conscious radar in order to be consciously cleansed and
integrated.
So, in the 1930’s when the ‘I AM’ Discourses were being transmitted to the Earth, from
Hierarchy via Shamballa you can see how the transmission via Pluto initially allowed for the
clarity and the messages to be received at this high level, and for Ascension to accelerate, and
if the overall consciousness of Humanity had been at a sufficient frequency of Light this would
have remained the case.
However, because of the background resonance of fear of the Collective Unconsciousness,
that had to be brought to the surface, we witnessed in the first two decades after the sighting
of Pluto not only the Second World War and the advent of the Plutonium Bomb that fell on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but over the following seven decades the continuing karmic ripples
that have continued to play out through the escalation of weaponry in wars and conflicts.
We as Humanity have to mature into another level of Consciousness if we are to handle this
power. We have to grow into an expansive understanding of how we are all interconnected
to each other and the 2nd Ray of Unconditional Love of the Piscean Age has to become innate
within the human, which is a pre-requisite for Monadic Consciousness, as we move into the
Aquarian Age.
At the time of discovery, Pluto on 18th February 1930 was activating Gene Key 53, Moving
from the Shadow of Immaturity to the Gift of Expansion to the Siddhi Level of
Superabundance.
Expansion is a process of transcending and including. In a human being, the expansion of
frequency can only occur in one way, through the heart. The 53rd Gift has the quality of
bhakti or devotional energy. As you allow awareness to expand it opens your heart. You see
the evolutionary impulse in all of life, all interconnected. all One.
The 53rd Gift gives way to the bhakti, the ever-expanding-transcending-and-including energy
of Life itself. Once you make this shift into your heart you are continually replenished and
expanded.
Pluto as the Gate Keeper into a Galactic higher consciousness has a truly Spiritual purpose, to
realign us individually and as a Group into a field of Superabundance. Pluto is here to teach
us that there is nothing to fear, no need for the great collective shadow of Death that has
created such distortion on this planet.

For it is in the 53rd Gene Key that we learn: The great truth of the 53rd Siddhi is that life
consists of endless beginnings but not endings. This is the true meaning of Superabundance;
at the Siddhic level your identification with your body, destiny and self totally dissolves,
leaving you in a mystical state of pure emptiness and availability. The mind is no longer
following the arc of evolution but finally rests in its true nature as Superabundant Being.
This is the message that Pluto was releasing and activating within the collective consciousness
on 18th February 1930 and which is being reinforced right now as Pluto orbits far out in space
and God Willing these last eighty or so years have assisted enough individuals to mature
sufficiently to handle and anchor the intensified and refined frequencies that are flowing
down through the Cosmos via Pluto during these next years at their highest potentials.
For right now, we are, at a pivotal point in time, for Pluto is now at a crucial point in its orbital
cycle.
Pluto takes 248 years to orbit the Sun and because it has such an elliptical orbit, it has now
come to the opposition point, (i.e. 180 degrees away from where it was discovered) not in
124 years as you would expect, but for the first time on the 26th of January 2017 it was
positioned at 170 Capricorn 48, again on the 24th of July 2017 and finally on 30th November
2017 triggering Gene Key 54 moving from Greed to Aspiration to Ascension.
At the end of October 2018 transiting Pluto was still within one degree of exact opposition
and will still be triggering the discovery point until the end of 2020. As shared the other day,
as of 6th January, transiting Pluto is activating Gene Key 60. ‘A Human being who is
embodying the 61st Siddhi is nothing but a human vehicle manifesting pure Universal
Consciousness’.
As such this angular alignment of transiting Pluto to its discovery point is creating a conduit
and a reinforcement that allows for a clear transmission from Universal Consciousness via
Shamballa and facilitates the reconnection to all that was taught in the 1930’s, within the ‘I
AM’ Discourses, which was seeded at that time, so that we might, at this point in time, take
its revelations into the next level of unfoldment as the Living Embodiment of those Principles.
This I believe underpins all that the IAMEGA is here to do.

